
PRODUCT OVERVIEW DIGILYZER DL1

The Digilyzer DL1 is a sophisticated tool used to analyze digital audio
signals. It is designed for easy and quick maintenance and debugging of
digital audio equipment and installations. Therefore, the DL1 observes
the signals from many points of view simultaneously. An accurate
overview of the actual signal condition is displayed on a large LCD and
hidden errors are visualized (e.g. consistency check).

By using the DL1, understanding and handling digital signals is simple.
However some basic knowledge about digital audio signals is essential.
Please refer to our homepage for some easy literature about digital audio
basics.

Interface types
The DL1 supports all common used interface types such as AES3, S/PDIF,
TOS-LINK and ADAT. This range could be further extended by using
external adapters or cheap equipment e.g. an TDIF to ADAT converter.
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Monitoring
When it comes to digital audio, one of the major problems is, that humans
do not have digital ears and thus can not listen to the incoming embedded
audio signal. The Digilyzer DL1 offers a wide range of functionality to
make digital audio audible.

What you hear is what you measure

• For functions with measurement of both channels included, the output
of the speaker is a mix of both channels. Over the headphone output
you may hear the signal in stereo (channel A on the left and channel
B on the right side).

Both channels A+B selected

Fig 2-05,  Channels A+B selected

Functions
The DL1 features many useful measurements functions which are
accessible through a menu bar.

Easy operation
The Digilyzer has an easy to use menu driven user interface. Changing
of settings takes place at the displayed values – there is no complex
setup screen. The base element for operational functions is the cursor
(inverted area) which can be navigated through the various screens using
the cursor keys. All selectable settings may be adjusted individually by
pressing the enter key and selecting the requested value with the cursor
keys. Confirm the setting by pressing the enter key again.

Fig 2-03, DL1 menu

Fig 2-02, Measurement functions
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Debugging or listening?

The built in speaker on the rear side gives the acoustical response of the
measured signal – everywhere and every time – without the need of a
headphone. For the users convenience a good headphone may be
connected for listening to the signals of superior quality (up to 24 bit/96
kHz). The headphone output may be used as D/A converter, e.g. some
recording with a minidisc-player is requested but no analog output is
available.

Oops – no signal!

Often no signal is found during troubleshooting at digital audio lines.
But is this true?  The Digilyzer offers a digital realized “AGC” (automatic
gain control) to “zoom up” the digital signal. So even a change of the
LSB (least significant bit) is fully audible. The tremendous dynamic range
of 140 dB allows to listen to the smallest disturbances. For example
someone just has closed the fader or muted the signal, so just activate
the AGC and listen; even dither noise will be audible.

All the above monitoring functionalities can be controlled by using
hotkeys, displayed in the FAST ACCESS SETUP menu.

Dual domain measurements
Level RMS and distortion (THD+N) measurements are fundamental to
check A/D converters. The complete test system to check even mixed
mode applications such as A/D converters or digital mixers is available in
combination with the analog signal generator Minirator MR1.
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Fig 2-08, Automatic gain control

• Some functions, e.g. SCOPE, are one channel functions only. You
only hear the channel which is displayed on the screen.

Digital versus analog

Installations with digital and analog audio lines often cause headache
and struggles. In reality some analog line maybe connected and the DL1
can not lock to the (non digital) signal. Therefore the Digilyzer has the
ability of analog monitoring. The DL1 may not lock to the input signal
digitally, but it routes the signal directly to the speaker and headphone
output. For clarification ANALOG MONITORING ON is flashing on the
display.

Channel B selected

Fig 2-06, Channel B selected

Fig 2-07,  Analog monitoring
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Quick Guide
Digilyzer DL1
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Measurement Function Menu:

Escape

Enter /
Cursor keys

Connectors

The Digilyzer includes the following connectors:

NOTES • For AES3, 75 Ohm, signals (BNC connector) use the
Transformer AES3 75/100 Ohm, see Accessories.

• Insert a jack into the headphone output to switch
of the analog monitoring with the internal speaker
(for example during a live act).

Fig 2-09, Inputs and outputs of DL1
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